Each group is expected to propose a topic for your project. Your proposed topic must be related to the contents of CS504. Prior approval of the topic by the instructor is recommended. All project related activities by the individuals and your group must be posted on BlackBoard, under “Groups” menu.

Each group is expected to submit a single document, around 10-12 pages long (50 points), suitable for publishing on the Internet as well as presenting an oral report (50 points) to the class and instructor. Both the document and the oral report are expected to be professional in their presentation. Each oral presentation should be approximately 20 minutes in length. Please include a handout for the class with your presentation.

Your project will be graded based on the following criteria:

1. Professionalism
2. Introduction
3. Content
4. Organization
5. Conclusion

Deadlines:

Proposal for your research topic: 02/17/2015
Final Paper and oral presentation due date: 03/24/2015